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A WRITER in the Christmas number of the Catholic World gives a very
interesting account of the spread of
the Catholic Church in the West. The
paper describes the labors and sacrifice8 of priests in the work, and is
filled with many humoroufj and pathetic incidents.
The education and culture of the priest is brought into comparison with that of the Protestant
ministers, somewhat to the discomfiture of the latter.
A strong plea is
made for more money with which to
prosecute the work in the West. The
difficulties of the situation are briefly
summed up as being a vast region,
sparsely settled;
Catholics
few in
number and scattered;
few and overworked priests; inadequate spiritual
ministration;
poor, little churches,
loaded with debts; lack of homes, orphanages, asylums and hospitals; refusal of State to appropriate money
and the influence of " the venomous
A. P. A. Society."
WHAT is said by a Catholic in another paragraph
about the needs of
the West can be said with equal
strength from the standpoint of our
own work.
We have missionaries in
the West who labor just as faithfully
and make as many sacrifices as any
Catholic.
If our people who go West
were j'1st as loyal to their church as
Catholics are, and if the st ronger
churches would give as much for that
work as Catholics do, our work would
be quadrupled in two years.
THE continued low price of cotton
is working a great hardship upon the
South.
High prices are prevailing
for nearly all food products, but cotton continues to go lower. And what
is wor8e, there does not seem to be
any immediate
prospect for better
price8. With England and France
fighting in Africa; England fighting
with native tribes in India; Europe
held in uncertainty by the attitude of
the wily Turk; Spain laboring with
rebellion in the Philipplan Islands
and in Cuna, and threatened by enemies at home, it is quite likely that all

food products will continue high, while
all raw materials for manufacture will
continue low. The world is at unrest,
and" no man knoweth what the morrow will bring forth."
WHAT the South needs more than
anything else in order to material
prosperity, is a diversity of crops and
a little more energy in the opening of
markets for her products.
The raising of fruits, large and small, and of
vegetables for Northern markets is
profitable.
There is no reason why
the South should not be the great( st
fruit-producing
section of this country.
Stock raising has proven suc·
cessful in many parts, and will in others if tried.
With proper co-operation favorable railroad rates can be
secured and the products will be
hauled out, and money hauled in. King
cotton has grown to be a tyrant and
should be dethroned. Prosperity waits
upon a diversity of crops.

ALL who are looking for signs of
returning prosperity will be pleased
to learn that the Missouri, Pacific, &
Iron Mountain Railroad system, controlled by George Gould, has restored
the salaries that were reduced in 1893.
The cut was 10 per cent., and covered wages from the highest official
down to the poorest-paid laborer. By
it the company is said to have saved
$3,280,000.
But increasing business
now justified the restoration of the
old rates, and several thousand employees are made happy thereby.
The new rates took effect with the
month of November.
The announcement that other roads have followed
this example will be happily received.

GERMANY'Sseizure in China stands,
unless the Chinese government is able
to loosen itself from Germany's grasp.
There is talk to the effect that China
will try to shake off the grip of Germany, but she will probably get no
help from the European powers in doing it. On the other hand, the pre'
diction that they will follow the example of Germany, and seize choice
bits of Chinese territory is likely to
prove true.
It has ever been true
that the stronger
shall bespoil the
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weaker power.
It would be a paw
thetic sight to watch this great and
ancient power fall a prey to the wolves
of Europe.
GERMANYis tryiug to pick a quarrel with the little Island Republic of
Hayti.
A German citizen has been
imprisoned
and Germany demands
reparation.
The Haytian government
constitues him a citizen and amenable
to her laws. Germany seems to take
issue with this view of the case, and
in case of refusal to pay the indemnity
demanded, apparently
threatens to
seize Haytian territory.
Our Govern·
ment will probably take a hand in
this matter before it is adjusted.
Such
a course on the part o·fGermany would
be a violation of the "Monroe Doctrine."
Our minister to Germany has
been instructed to ascertain the iBtentions of Germany, and replies that
Germany gives assurance of her kindly feelings toward America, and will
do nothing to dist.urb our friendly re
lations.
However, the warlike spirit
of the German Emperor, his wellknown antipathy to the Republican
form of government, and his strong
faith in "the divine right of kings"
should put Uncle Sam on his guard,
and lead him to keep a sharp lookout
in the direction of Hayti.
FROM the article in the Catholic
World, referred to in another paragraph, we learn that the Catholics now
claim a Catholic population in this
country of 12,000,000.
Of these, only
a little more than 1,000,000 are to be
found in the Western half of the country. There are in the United States
15 Archbishops, 74 Bishops and 9,7M
Priests.
Of these, 66 Bishops and
8,489 priests are in the East.
All considerations point to t1e fact that the
West is looked upon as the country
that must be taken.
The great battle between Protestants and Catholics
for supremacy will no doubt reach its
fiercest stage in the great Western
empire of America.
Thrice- cursed is that man blessed
with evil-gotten gain.
Brave, indeed, is that man who.
fights the evil in his own life.
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ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS.

allow the largest liberty, so long as none judges hi.
brother, or insists on forcing his own opinion on
others, or on making them an occasion for strife."
FELLOWSHIP.
These words need to be put into the mind of "the
(Co,,!-tinued from last issue.)
house of Israel" to-day, and written in their hearts.
If we be children of God, we are fellows. We The strict observance of the principles herein COllhave fellowship with the Father, and with hie son tained, would cause the sin of factions, parties,
Jesus Christ, I John 1: 3. If we say we have:felheresies, strifes, and echisms to depart, and the
lowship with him, and yet walk in darkness, we He, members would have the same care one for
and do not the truth: but if we walk in the light,
another, so that they would bear each other's buras he is in the light, we have fellowship one with dp.ns or loads, and so fulfill the law of the
another, and the blood of Jesus his son clean seth
Christ, Gal. 6: 2. In the language of a sage and
us from all sin, Idem 1: 5-7. This fellowship one saint : "We have fellowship one with another, bewith the other, this participation iu religious duties cause of the mutual participatifln in each other's
and privileges, is seen in several relations the chil- affections and good offices." Let us be brethren
dren of light sustain one to another.
(a) As to the then, and show that we are, in keeping this new
faith once for all delivered to the saints. In the commandment, John 13: 34.
epistle of Paul to Philemon, the apoetle thanks God
"The term [fellowship, or communion] he' also
for various blessings, but especially does he pray
used in reference to the Lord's Supper.
'The cup
for his fellow-worker "that the fellowship of thy
of blessing which we bless, is it not the fellowship
faith may become effectual, in the knowledge of of the blood of Christ?
The loaf which we break,
every good thing which is in you, unto Christ."
is it not the fellowship of the body.f Christ?' [I.
(See verses 4 to 8 R. V.) Those who have the fel- Cor. 10: 16.J We partake in common of the
lowship of the Holy Spirit, Phil. 2: 1, 2; II. Cor. benefits of His broken body and shed blood, which
13: 14, are also to "follow with each other" in are Iymbolized in the cup and the loaf."
dischargin~ t~e duties and sharing in the privileges
(PROF. M'GARVEY.)
that come to each and all who accept the ('ommon
In thie connection, one may be benefited in
faith, Eph. 4: 5. And in this joint participation
the carfeul reading and serious study of 1. Cor. 11:
we are to stand fast in the libp,rty wherein the Christ
17-30. In this scripture note well the "it-is-nothas made us freemen.
Here each is a king and a possible-for-you-to-eat-the-Lord'8
Supper," and see
priest unto God, and there is neither male or female,
the scriptural why. For a8 touching the ministrabut we are one to perpetuate the faith without
tion to the saint, it is superfluous that I write to you,
which it is impossible to be well-pleasing to our II. Cor. 9: 1. Would that this language of Paul
God. We ou~ht to observe and maintain the unity to "the church of God which if! at Corinth, with all
of the faith, and at the same time respect and honor the saints which arfl in the whole of Achaia" Idem
the diversity of opinion as long as "consecrated
1: 1, could in truth and verity be said of every
common !lense" and a "thus-it-is ..written" are n.t
Christian congregation and every member of the
ignored or put to discredit. Suffer this timely
whole body of Christ I In our efforts to reexcerpt from Isaac Errett.
"All who trust in the store Apostolic Christianity, this fellowship in
Son of God and who obey him, are our brethren,
the ministration to the saints, has not yet been
however wrong they may be about any thing else;
made too much of. This "fellowship in the minand those who do not trust in this divine Saviour i~tering to the saints" II. Cor. 8: 4, is one of the
for salvation and obey his commandments, are not marks of the church" of God. If we mean to add
our brethren, however intelli:ent and excellent they nothing to, to take nothing from Rev. 22: 18-~0;
may be in all beside. Faith in the unequivocal if we are resolved to declare the whole counsel of
testimonies concerning Jesus-his incarnatiCln, life,
God, and preach a full gospel, it is high time, in
teaohings, sufferings, death for sin, resurrection,
some places, that men cease to magnify oVllr much
exaltation, and Divine sovereignty and priesthood;
certain so-called "first principles," to the utter oband obedience to the plain commands he has given
scuration of this one "all-essential."
This teachus; are with us, therefore the basis and bond of ing is "sound doctrine," and wherever this grace
Christian fellowship. In judgments merely in- abounds the fruits
of its righteousness
also
ferential, we reach conclusions as nearly unanimous
abollndB. All hail to the "Apostle of Minil\terial
8S we can; and where we fail, exercise forbearRelief" to the Christian brothe:hood at this critical
ance, in the confidence that God will lead us time in the history of the Church I Theorphan and
into final agreement.
In matters of expediency,
she whoisa widow indeed (1. Tim. 5: 3-10,) must be
where we are left free to follow our own best
cared for, l:ecause they are our own. The brother
judgment, we allow the majority to rule. In matwho is nllked and destitute of daily food,-being
ters of opinion-that
is, matters touching which alone. James 2: 14-17; Matt. 25: 31-46; 1. John_
the Bible is either silent or 80 obscure in its revela3: 16, 17. No member of the "old mother church"
tions as Dot to admit of definite cODclusioD8--We was "an object of charity," and why? Vide Acta 2 :
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4:4,45; 4: 34, 35. It is fundamental in the Christian
system that this joint participation of the saints be
by equality, II. Cor. 8: 11-15. The babes in Christ,
of any age, would do well to reBd on their knees,
these words on this subject:
IRa. 1: 17; 58: 3-12;
Matt. 25: 34-40; James 2: 1-9; Gal. 2: 10; Act!!
11: 27-30; 24: 17; Rom. 15: 25-29; 1. Cor. 16:
1-4; II. Cor. 8th and 9th chapters entire. A final
word on this neglected fellowship: the "idea of
contributing to the wants of the poor brethren is
involved in the fellowship of Christians, and by the
statement that they continued steadfastly in the fellowship, Acts 2: 42, we understand that they con·
tinued in the common par~icipation of religious enjoyments, including contributions for the poor.
Whether these contributions were made at every
meeting or not, we are not informed; but they were
certainly made when circumstances required.
This
conclusion is safe from Acts 4: 34,35.
Remember
the poor; ye are to have them with you always,
Mark 14: 7. Remember also the words of the Lor.d
Jesus, see Acts 20: 35; II. Cor. 6: 10; 8: 9; 8: 5;
Rom. 12: 1; 8: 17; II· Tim. 2: 12.
JAMES H. BROOKS.
(To be continued.)

RESTA.TING THE ISSUE.

It is not to be questioned that the preaching of
the Campbells and their co-adjutors seventy- years
ago 'itirred up hostile feelings in all denominational
circles. Common caUl'lewas naturally made against
what all rightly regarded as a common enemy. For
the attack of these reformers was not so much upon particular errors of denominationalism as against
the denominational idea itself. The instinct of selfpresenation made every sect llIl enemy of the plea
for Christian union and a return to the doctrine and
fellowship of the New Testament church. With
the methods and incidents of the conflict we, need
not here concern ourselvelJ. The important fact
being that in the nature of things the conflict
was inevitable, f.r the parties to it held ideas,
and were animated oy forces which operate to
destroy each ('ther. There could be no compromise which would not be detrimental to the
truth.
The hostile ideas could never be complimentary to each other, they must forever remain
antagonistic.
The position taken by the fathers in this reformation or restoration movement was in its elements. 1. The supreme and exclusive authority of
Christ in matters of Christian faith and character.
2. The all Ilufficiency of the original New Testament. creed as a statement of coctrine and' a test of
soundness in the faith.
3. The union of all Christi:ms under the authority of Christ in one church,
re.ting upon the one foundation of the apostles
and prophets, Jesus Chri~t himself bE>ingthe chief

3

corner-stone.
No denomination could exist without
contravening every oue of these positions. Hence
the neceasary antagonism and its consequent ecclesiastical warfare.
In pressing the claimll of the truth committed
to them the reformers were compelled to condemn
everything which stood in the way of that truth.
Thill brought them to say that a seet usurped the
authority of Christ; that human creeds were wrong
not simply because they taught error, but because
they took the place of the truth and presumed to
put a part for the whole; that denominational or
party fellowships must be condemned, because they
interfere with the universal Christian fellowship
which Christ prayed for, and stand in the way of
the conquest of the world by the gOl'lpel. To the
sects themselves it, no doubt, seemed that the re
formers were mere iconoclasts, but the attack upon every idol of denominational sentiment and pride
had this supremacy of Christ and this unity of believers for its motive and justification.
Sectarianism and denominationalism, its fruit, were condemned; they were contrary to the spirit and the teaching of Christ.
One feature of the reformers' teaching showed
their clearness of vision, their moderation and their
catholic spirit. They distinguished between the denominational organizations based ou speculative
theology and the Christian faith and character of
people who had been brou~ht under the dominion
of these sectarian bodies. The denomination they
condemned because it usurped the authority of
Christ and substituted a sect life for the church life
of the gospel. Their plea for the union of all
Christians scatt.ered and divided among the various
religious parties. They pleaded for believers to
come out of the denominations that they might be
more perfectly united in Christ.
In construct.ive work they sought to avoid
everything like a new party in religion. Having
taken the catholic and unsectarian position described, they would hardly seek to commit ecclesiaatical
6uicide by organizing another "denomination."
They planted con~regations that were simply Christian. They attempted no grosping of these congregations under a central head or a repre,entative
council, which would stand for the whole. They
claimed only that the local assemblies were churches of Christ according to New Testament teaching,'
and that all true believers everywhere were members of the church universal, which has the same
conditions of me'llbership that obtain in the local
congregation.
Every involuntary or stndied manifestation of
their religious life was opposed to the denominational or sect conception of Christianity.
They did
not ask men to "join our church," or speak of
"our denomination" or "our branch of 'he church.'t
One of them on being asked to what branch of the
(Continued

on page 7.)
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EVANGELISTIC DEPARTMENT.
ALABAMA FIELD
o.

P. SPIEGEL,

NO'l'ES.

When you bny your ticket get a oertificate.
If twenty-five come with certificates they can return
for one cent a mile. Tell every body. Come one.
Come all.

BIRIMINGHAM.

(In the haste of making out the program our
educational work waliloverlooked by the committee,
but it shall have good room to report.)

The meeting at Plantersville, under the new
tent, after being in progress two weeks, closed
Tuesday night, Nev. 30th. There were seven additions. The people thronged the tent. Audiences
All are getting ready for the State Convention
were larger than at any former period during the which meets in Birmingham, Dec. 7th, 8th, and 9th.
meeting.
Selma expects to be well represented.
Let us
Sunday, Nov. 28th, was a high day with us. It
have
the
best
convention
in
our
history.
will never be forgotten.
It was the day set apart
for the tent dedication, with "two sermons and dinSince the yellow fever scare is over and things
ner on the ground."
Brother Spicer and 130 other
are
becoming
settled again, our church work is
disciples and friends came up on It special train from
moving
along
nicely.
On Sunday night, Nov. 21st,
Selma to spend the day and enjoy the services.
we had a "church rally"-that
is we had the clerk,
They helped to far overrun the tent.
treasurer
and
secretaries
of
the
various
departments
I preached in the morning. Then Brother
of
the
church
to
read
their
annual
reports.
(These
Updegraff, one of the Selma bishops, assisted by
reports
should
have
been
given
Nov.
1st,
the
begindeacons, waited on the Lord's table. The contrining of my year's work, but we were hindered on
bution (free-will offering) was $24.17. Bro. S. S.
account of yfllllowfever scare.)
The reports showLandrum led in prayer.
ed
a
healthy
increase
and
growth
along all lines,
After dinner (and such a dinner I The tablesspiritual, numerical, financial, etc.
long and wide-were piled full of good things)
Increase in church membership during the year
Bro. Spicer preached a strong sermon. The tent
42; number of deaths 2; number enrolled in 8unwas dedicated to God to be used by his children in
day school 125; average attendance 85; the C.
bringing other souls into his family. It was then
E. Society numbers 86; the Jr. C. E. Society nummy happy privilege to present to Miss Lide, in bebers 125. The Ladies' Aid has made a fine record
half of the Plantersville disciples of Christ, a loveduring the past year and has a membership of 20.
ly cut-glass puff box, with sterling silver eovering,
Total membership of the church 158. Total
as a feeble expression of their thankE to her for
amount raised from all sources, $1,400.
courtesies bestowed in performing at the organ and
Out of this amount the church has contributed
helping to make this meeting a great success. On
liberally to Foreign, Home, State and City Missions
the covering was this beautiful engraving:
"Miss
and also Church Extension-as
a fitting close for
Lide, from the Christian Church,Plantersville, Ala."
our reports.
"Scatter Sunshine" and Bro. Spicer pronounced the benediction. A day more perfectly enjoyed
Bro. D. D. Updegraff, one of the elders and
and profitably spent by so large a number is seldom
our
representative to the National Convention at
seeu.
Indianapolis, delivered an able address on "Our
Phenomenal Growth."
He gave us a glowing deI have said and done all I can to make our con- scription of the convention, its great speakers,
vention in Birmingham, Dec. 6-9th, a great success. its workers, its wonderful influence and the power
Remember we open up in full force Monday night.
the Christian Church was exerting throughout
Try to be present.
Stay till Thursday night. You the world, and the large audiences listened with
can never regret time or money spp.nt at the conven- rapt attention.
The congreg~tion feels much
tion this year. Some very important steps are to encouraged and strengthened and will undertake
be taken and some very important announcements
greater things for the Lord the coming year.
are to be made. You owe it to yourself, the cause
Yours in the work,
and to Christ to come if you can. After it is over
E. V. SPICER.
it will not benefit you to regret your absence.
If you can't come, can you not send some one?
HARRIMAN, TENN. NOTES.
Send your wife, husband, child, parent or friend.
I should be glad to see dozens of business men
Yesterday closed the third week of our meetpresent.
in~. The church was packed last night. Every
From every source disciples write me they are one is happy IilO far as our p(\ople are concerned.
coming. We may have 500 delegates, I don't know. Bro. Haddock is doing fine preaching.
We have
We ought to have? Yes. This is the Lord's work had twenty-one additions so far. Brethren, pray
and we are his.
for us.
J. E. STuABT.

.._ ..
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THE FA.YETTE

MEETING.

Our meeting began Nov. 21st. I was well aware
of the existing prejudice at Fayette, and was careful to adopt a style at which no reasonable man
could be offended.
r critidsed and ridiculed no religioUl'Jpeople on
the globe, but endeavored rather to preach the Word
of God than to chide people for their faults.
I did
this believing that the light of God's Word would
better enable them to see their errors than any upbraiding on my part.
With these facts in mind you will be very
mnch suprised to learn that the pastor of the M.
E. Church at this place so far forgot the dignity of
his calling and the standard of good manners, expected in one who has been well reared, as to call
out, on being asked to dismiss the audience, "Remember the prayer-meeting
at th'l M. E. Church
Wednesday evening, and Brc. Phares, may I make
this announcement?
Any of you who want t~ hear
the other side of this question, whether of my OWIol
members or Bro. Phares, come around; and come
to the parsonage or any where and I'll talk to you
about it."
It is hardly possible to imagine the effect of
the words without knowing the manner and tone in
which they were delivered.
I promptly invited him to share half my
time with me and present the other side in the meeting. But the officers of the church, not thinking
this wise, I offered to discllss it with him in any
house in town. This he refused to do, though he
now denies ever having done so.
He has acted "crayfishy" all the way through,
and finally preached his doctrinal (?) sermon at the
Presbyterian
Church Monday night.
The officers
of his own church refused to grant him use of
the Methodist house of worship for this sermon.
The people of Fayette are a refined, well
brought up people, and the man who loses his manners must lose a part of his influence over them.
I think this brother will be a living proof of this
statement.
His sermon on "the other side" was
so weak he had to mix with it considerable sarcasm
for it to stand at all. I have no fears that it will
lead any thinking mind astray.
W. W. PHARES.

nuity Plan."
The receipts for the first two months
of the missionary year amount to $5,218.53, a gain
of $916.97.
There has been only a small gain in
the receipts for the general fund.
We trust thousands will send indivi.dual offerings.
F. M. RAINS, Treas.
Box 750, Cincinnati, Ohio.

...-. ..

PIWGltHIME

West Tennes-ee Convention of Christian Chnrches, Henderson,
Tenn., Dec. 14·16, 1897.

TUESDAY.
Address, (dedication of Georgia Robertson ChristiaJ;l College.)
Devotions, R. P. Meeks.
Welcome address, A. C. Freed.
Response, C. C. Brown.
Conference.
Purpose of our convention.
J. H. Roulhac.
Devotions, Br0th{\r Crystal.
Address,Education, Prof. E. C. McDougal,
Lebanon, Ohio.

11: 00.
2: 00.
2: 30.
2: 45.

3: 00.
7: 00.
7: 30.

WEDNESDAY.
9: 30.

10: 00.

11: 15.

2: 00.
2: 30.

7: 00.
7: 30.

Devotions, J. R. Farrow.
Conference, "our work." M. F. Hramon.
(a) Our needs, E. C. Wilson.
(b) Resource, A. 1. Myhr.
(c) Responsibilities, E. M. Writs.
Sermon, "Some things I have found valuable in church work."
R. M. Giddens.
Devotions, G. W. Sepes.
Conference, "Church Help," R. P. Meeks.
(a) Sunday-school, Doctor Leake.
(b) Young People, B. Harderman.
(c) The Women, A. I. Myhr.
( d) Colleges, J. R. Farrow.
(e) Papers, J. W. John?on.
Devotions, Professor Brown.
Sermon, A. R. Moore.
THURSDAY.

9: 30.
10: 00.
11: 00.
2: 00.
2: 30.
7: 00.
7' 30.

Devotions, Brother Landis.
Report committees and general business.
Sermon, E. C. Ellis.
Devotions, P. H. Thrasher.
Missi.onary experience meetin.g led by R.
M. Giddens.
Devotions, S. G Parker.
Sermon, W. H. Sheffer.

Revival Choir No.2.

NOVEMBER A. GOOD MONTH.

Comparing the recaipts for Foreign Missions
for the month of November with the corresponding
month last year, Ilhow8 the following:
1896.

1897.

ChurcheB
16.
Sunday schools.
7
Endeavor Societies
13
Individuals
• .,
39
Amount
$3,372.06

9
23
11
51
$4,011.33

Oontributing.

5

Gain.

LOB'! 7
.,
16
Loss 2
..
12
$639.27

Last year we received $2,350 from a bequest;
this year a $200 bequest, and $3,000 on the "An-

This is the latest and freshest song book on
the market.
It is edited by A. J. Showalter and
J. D. Patton.
Bro. Patton's
music ability is too
well known to the MESSENGERre~ders to need any
commendation

here.

The book has more than 250

songs, adapted to church and S. S. purposes.
Sample copy prepaid for examiI'atoin,. . . . .. . .
Per dozen by exprpss not prepaid
.

35c.

Address GOSPEL MESSENGER,Nat>hyille, Tenn.
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-

A. I.

NOTES.

MYHR.

Recently I found two churches dead in one
county in West Tennessee. These were opposed
to missionary societies. Neither has ever contributed a cent to missions so far as known. There was
no burial. If a funeral was held in either case the
writer is not informed. The songs they loved are
unknown; but" How TediomJand Tasteless the Hour,
Since Last my Redeemer I Saw" would be appropriate to their condition. If they ever sang "Send
the Tidings of my Salvation," they sang it to the
'"other fellow."
They could not sing "I Love to
Tell the Story" as it would be inappropriate to their
practice. They died because the world needed them
not. Their mission was not to men and for man.
They rest from non-activity and are unhonored and
unsung. They sleep the sleep that knows no
waking, because they were "found."
Peace to
their ashes!
Into the neighboring community the Board of
Missions sent an evangelist to preach the gospel.
The above mentioned churches were opposed to
him. He labored faithfully until a good congregation was established and a house of worship
built. He was supported in this work by the
voluntary offerings of those who contribute to our
State Mission fund. The preachers, greatly disturbed in their consciences because we do this work,
are anxiou'! to serve this church at $150 per year
for one Lord's day each month. But they ardently
oppose the church or Sunday school making any
contribution to help the work which gave them the
gospel. The Sunday school in spite of opposition
sends a small offering every year. The church is
living. The members are missionary in spirit and
are determined to live and work. Which picture
do you like brother?
If you are "sound" you like
the first.
If you are a christian you like the second.
"Chose this day whom you will serve."
The West Tennessee Convention was postponed
by the brethren at Henderson because the college
was not ready for dedication. It will be held Dec.
14th-16th.
The M. & O. R. R. has promised to
give qalf rate for the 14th to return the 15th and
this may be extended to include the 16th.
Let everyolle prepare to come.
Last Saturday I spent in Memphis visiting
Bro. Ellis and seeing some other of my friends
there. He leaves the church in Memphis in
splendid working order. He will begin in Nashville Jan. I, 1898. I am delighted to have him so
close to me and hope Linden Street may soon have
a good man to take his place. That is a splendid
church worthy of a first-class minister. Borne
there are as true as steel to our missionary work.
We appreciate all such

SOUTH KENTUCKY FIELD
J. W. GANT, ELKTON,

NOTES.
KY.

I fear that some of us preachers don't fully
appreciate the importance of pushing our South
Kentucky work as it should be dene. The following facts should not be forgotten:
1. As a rule, about forty mission points are
aided every year in sustaining regular preaching.
2. Meetings are held at other mission points.
3. 1032 persons were brought into the Church
of Christ last year.
4. Nine congregations were organized last
conv~ntion year.
5. Eighteen Sunday schools were organized
laat convention year.
6. Several preachers would be forced to leave
South Kentucky that will remain with us, if it were
not for our co-operative work.
7. The interest on the Smallwood estate, and
the contributions of the Executive Committee more
than pay the salary of the general evangelist. This'
virtually leaves all that can be received from all
the congregations to aid the preachers of South
Kentucky in doing missionary work within their
own territory.
This simple co-operation certainly
furnishes a golden opportunity to our preachers to
build up the cause of Christ in the destitute portions of our own section of the State.
With these
facts before us, ought we not to put our hearts
and lives into this grand work?
I enjoyed my recent visit to Hanson and Nebo
very much. The former place is the home of W.
H. Ligon, and the latter place the home of H. C.
Ford.
With very few exceptions, the preachers of
South Kentucky have agreed to canvass their
respective congregations, and certainly this is as it
should be. When all the preachers get to pushing
our work, it will go without any doubt. A great
deal depends upon the earnest co-operation.
You will please publish the following notice of
the death of one of the purest and best young
women I ever linew. That God may abundantly
bless the bereaved family in this hour of their great
sorrow is the prayer of the writer.
SHE

IS RESTING.

Death came in the home of one of our neighbor's and took a dear one from our circle. Saturday morning Oct. 30, at 3 o'clock, Gussie, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Glenn, died, leavin~ four brother8 and three sisters, besides a host
of friends and relatives to weep after her.
It is hard indeed for us to realize that we will
never meet her again in this life. She was only
eighteen; so young, beautiful and attractive, and
in the bloom of youth. She had been a member
of the Christian Church for over two years and had
lived a true and devout Christian.
She and I
attended religious services at the same church on
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Sunday previous to her death and oh, I did not
think then that the next Sunday morning she would
be lying cold in death and I would follow her casket
to the grave, but we all know that life is uncertain
and death is sure to come sooner or later. She is
only Testing from the toils and cares of this life.
We had been neighbors, schoolmates and
friends ever since I can remember and she was
always the same kind and true Gussie. And far-away friends you cannot realize how much I miss
her when I visit that home. There is a vacant
place that can never be filled again in this life, but
it gives me so much comfort to know that in her
dying moment she looked up in her sister'i face
LITTLE ONE'S QUA.RTERLY. A series of
and exclaimed "so pretty, so pretty."
There iE,
beautiful Chromo Lesson Cards with simple Bible Lesson
no doubt in my mind hut what Gussie is resting in
on the back. A card for each Sunday, in a neat pack.
the 8weej;beyond and will be at the Pearly Gates
SPECIMENS FREE
to meet and greet her many relatives and loved
(This beautiful publication is substituted for our late Priones. And now, dear friends, let us all live iO that
mary Lesson Leaf.)
we can meet her in Heaven, is as good consolation
STANDARD JUNIOR LESSON LEAF. For lower
8S can ever be given.
A NEIGHBOR.

Tl)e Best!

TheStandard Sunday-School
SERIES.

.._ ..

Comparing the receipts for Foreign Millsions
for the week of Nov. 26th, with the corresponding
.week last year, Ilhows the following:
Ocmtributing.

1896.

1897.

• Churches
Sunday schools.
I( Endeavor Societies
t. Individuals . .,
• Amount

2.
1.
1.
4..
$99.96

2
8.
2.
20.
$1,622.84

Box 750, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Gain.

Lon

0
7
Loss 1
.,
16
$1,522.88

F. M. RUNS, Treas.

. (Continued from page 3.)
church he belonged, replied: "I did not know that
the church had branched."
Their settled averllion to the name "CampbQIlite" which their adversaries sought to fasten upon
them, was a consistent part of their whole cc>ntention for Christ and against human authority in matters of faith. They remembered that Jesus taught
his disciples to call no man master on the earth, for
one was their Master, even Christ, and all they were
brethren, anu that Paul denounced as carnal the
spirit that would say, "I am of Paul, I of Apollos,
and I of Cephas."
They honorec1 Mr. Campbell,
but their whole allegiance wail given to Christ.
In
the light of the Word of God they were compelled
to regard the whole sectarian scheme which had
partitioned believers off into diverse and often warring Bects ai disloyalty to Christ and a sin against
our Lord's plan for the eV8nielizat.on of the whole
world. To propose "inter-denominational
fellowship" to them would be to ask them to yield the
cause for which they had suffered reproach and to
which they had given their life. They gladly recognized that there were Chriiltians within de·
nominational lines, but Christianll more or less
hampered by human creeds and sectarian bondage.
With these Christians they were always eager to
share the fellowship of the gospel j for the human
philosophies that had corrupted the simplicity which
is in Chri!!t and t~e human establishments which
supplanted the universal communion of saints they
had nothing but unrelenting warfare in the n~me of
their Master.-Ohri,stian Standard.

Intermediate pupils. Well illustrated. Issued boij}as a
quarterly and as a single leaf. Specify which Is wanted.
SPECIMENS FREE
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and sentiments.
The preacher who
neglectR this sligbts one of the most
potent means by which he may
NASHVILLE,
TENN.
strengthen his people and make them
alive to every good work.
For some
J. M. WATSON, EDITOR.
time there has been going on in the
ASSOCIATE EDITORS:
Christian Standard a timely emphasis
M. F. HARMON, O. P. SPIEGEL.
of, the need of a good religious paper
in every home.
This is a great and
SUBSCRIPTION
$.1.00 A YEAR.
important
theme for the pulrit and
our preachers
Bhould not let it rest
NASHVILLE,TENN., DEC. 9,1897.
until ours is a universally reading
people.
It is a fact too seriouB to
READ AND REFLECT.
overlook
that very many homes
among our people in the South are
without a religious paper.
Such a
Hitherto the greateBt miBtake made
state of affairs is prophetic, certainly,
by our preacherB in the South iB that
of serious loss and weakness.
they have left their newly made conOur missionary brethren sh.mld unvertB without futher inBtructionB and
derstand that one of the most potent
without ever putting into their handB
means by which we can make ours a
a religionB paper.
I am not Bure
miBBionary people is to put into their
but that many of our preacherB are
hands a missionary publication.
Not
even yet more or leBBguilty of thiB
only is it a poteilt but it is an indiB'
neglect.
It iB quite evident to me
penBable means.
In tbiB Bection,
that few of UBrealize the almoBt unparticularly, where our co-operative
bounded infiuence of the religiouB
work has oppoBition a publication
paper.
IdeaB, true or falBe, may be
which Bhall vigorouBly eBpouBe thiB
perpetuated generatIOnB by an eBtabliBhed publication.
Object leBBonB work iB a neceBBity. Our preacherB
and all of our brethren ought to Bee
confirming thiB statement
abound.
thiB readily, and no leBB readily coThe average man iB gauged by the
operate in the Bupport of a paper
papf'r he readB and, BOlong as be
which will Btand by them and bravely
reads that one paper only, he iBabout
as unchangeable as a mountain.
The
hold up their bandB.
It cannot be claimed for the GOSPEL
religious paper soon schoolB itB readMESSENGERthat it iBwhat it ought to
erB in the ideas it sets forth and from
be. Some, I know, are inclined to
that schooling there are but excepfind fault.
It should be remembered,
tional changes.
I have a mind to say
however, that it takes patronage
to
that as an exponent of certain ideas
make a paper.
If our brethren want
the religious paper is without a peer
in the w,prld to-day.
My observathe MESSENGERimproved-and
all, I
trust, join in this desire-let
them action has taught me that few men are
cord UB a more liberal support and
original, that the great maBS of tho
people get their ideas and sentiments
their wish shall be gratified.
It is
quite possible to make a first-class
mostly by abBorption.
There is reBting upon the religious
paper when there iB sufficient patronpaper, therefore,
a great responsiage. The MESSENGER,therefore, will
bility. Those who write for it, regube largely what our 6rethren make of
1arly and who Bhape its policy are
it. And, really, it is going to try
reponBible for the broad .or narrow
them right thoroughly and determine
views, the large or limited sympathies
what Bort of metal iB in their comof its readerB. The religious paper
pOBition. The outlook is encoul'aging.
puts the reader in touch with his
I have full confidence and believe it
bretbren and bringB him into active
quite pOBBibleto Bwell the BubBcrip'
sympathy
with wbatever- pOBition tion liBt to five thoueand-just
double
they occupy and with wbatever work
its pre Bent proportions.
ThiB at~ainthey attempt.
I have never known
ed, and the GOSPEL MESSENGER can
a man who did-not read a religious
be made all that itB friends could
publication who was in touch or in
w~h.
W.
sympathy with his brethren, nor, have
I ever known such a man wbo was an
A l'\EEDED CO~VERSlON.
active worker in the church.
Such a
m"n iB alwaYB diffident and uninterFor several dayB there has been
lying upon my table the following
esting; at leaBt, Buch hae been my
obBervation.
letter:
In view of the foreg0ing it iB evi·
"Editor GOSPELMESSENGER,
dent that the work of the evangeliBt
NASHVILLE,TENN.,
Dear Sir:
My daughter takes rHE
or the paBtor iB but half complete unMESSENGER. I have your issue of
til he Bhall have put into the hands
Nov. 12, 1897, and what you Bay
of his people a publication, Buch 'aB about the Kentucky negro iB flOreshall Bchool them in the proper ideas
volting to my viewB of the negro that

I do not want my children to read
such.
It is too much like abolitionism. So pleaBe discontinue the paper
to her.
Respectfully,

,-----"
The issue above referred to containB a letter
from C. C. Smith,
headed,
"Does it Pay to Educate
Negroes."
To show that the affirmative is true Bro. Smith cited_an
instance of a negro boy from Kentucky who was admitted to some college in the North and who, by rare
tact, pluck and hard work, earned
hiB own way, or nearly, and com.
pletfld the full course with high
honors.
This negro boy was preparing himself to educate and bless
his people and to teach them the
gospel of the Son of God. And this
is repulsive to my correspondent's
"views of the negro!"
And this "is
too much like abolitionism!"
I am a Southern bred boy and my
father
fought in the Confederate
army.
Like as not my correspondent
is a Confederate soldier.
If so, and
he was brave, I honor him. But, he
should not expect a young gAneration to live out the old prejudices of
the past.
Any sectional or racial
prejudice that will withhold light and
instruction
from a whole race and
leave it in darkneBs and ignorance is
plainly and deliberately unchristian.
I know not whether my friend-for
such I should li,ke to esteem himprofesseB Christianity;
certain it is
that he needs conversion.
He needs
one
draught
of the
Spirit
of
Christ who loved all men and who
died to save all races.
Unlike the
good Samaritan
of old he would,
because of racial and social distinction, pass an unfortunate
victim by
and leave him to die in darkness.
Of course, the social equality of the
two races iB a supreme abBurdity.
God has created lines of distinction
which cannot be erased and which
to ignore would be to work a seriouB
detriment
to both races.
But, shall
we look down upon the negro with
scorn because he is an inferior race?
Shall we withhold opportuuities
of
education and training?
Rather iB
not the stronger and superior race,
by virtue of its position, obli<:ated to
help and encourage the race that is
weaker and inferior?
The claim of
superiority is an assumption of great
respoDsibility.
A denial of the latter
in the face of the former is stupidity.
Jesus said, "Go teach all nationB."
My friend would find this command
more or less repulBive and would
boycot
the man who should dare
eSBay to obey it fully. The plain
truth had aB well be said, that such a
Bpirit is so far short of tbe spirit of
Christ that who possess it can not
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but stand coudemned in the day of
judgment.
Sectionalism, sectarianism and race
prejudices have ever been the curse
of the world.
These were the mighty
hindrances of the growth of the early
church and are the arch -impediments
that hinder world-wide
evangelizaHon to-day.
Not until we can throw
down prejudices and widen our hearts
until they shall measure the world's
circumference shall we be like Christ
and be worthy to wear his name.
The
work that C. C. Smith has been
doing to educate and christianize the
negroes is a work that crowns him as
a Christly man, and who casts slurs
at him would hurl invectives into the
face of Jesus who labored for the
lowliest of men.

THE SOUTH.
The South is to-day, I believe, the
most opportune
mission field in
America.
Its old and impeding conservatism,
long
pr()verbial,
lives
chiefiy in the romance of the past.
Its happy, genial climate bids God's
speed to every kind of church work
throuKh all the seasons of the year.
Prosperous rural sections and large
tOWllS ahound where our work bas
scarcely been heard, but wbere eager
ears are waiting quite in vain. Then,
there are scores of large and prosperous
towns where
we have
a
nucleus of faithful brethren who, if
aided, could succeed, in a.reasonable
time, in the permanent establishment
of the cause.
A two or three hundred dollar supplement given to this
town and to that would result in a
large number of vigorous, missionary
churches.
Five thousand dollars judiciously expended in supplements to
weak churches in large Southern
towns would easily result in a score
of strong churches which, in turn,
would give back fourfold and stand
as monuments and fruit-bearers
for
generations to come. Foreign Missions should not be emphasized less,
but Home Missions more.
Indeed,
the supreme undertaking of the hour
should be the evangelization of our
own country which, in turn, could
and would evangelize
the whole
earth.
Truly may it be said that the
quickest way to India, to China and
to Japan is throngh the South, the
North, the East and the West. To
neglect our own country is to slight
the principal which bears the interest
upon which rests world-wide evangelization.
Supplements in the South
would mean more missionaries
in
Japan.
Broad, sunny and beseeching are
the fields in the South, and short is
the distance to large resnlts.
It is

to be hoped that we see the open
doors of opportunity
and that we
shall bravely enter them.
We are not
idl~, however.
Mississippi, Alabama,
Tennessee and South Kentucky are
doing a great work and the workers
are growing in numbers.
The next
decade' will witness great victories
and the largest results in our history.
The South is yet to become a great
centJ;,e for our people.
The coming
yAars will tell the story of brilliant
successes and China, Japan and the
Islands of the Sea shall know that
story well, and rejoice.
W.

EDITORIAL

NOTES.

WE call especial attention to the
appearance
of the GOSPEL MESSENGER this issue, and anticipate greater
improvements for the New Year.
THE Alabama Convention is in session this week in Birmingham.
We
expect happy and inspiring reports.
Brother Spiegel is an untiring worker
and has made an enviable record in
Alabama.
IT is to be hoped that Mississippi
may soon know no traces of the fever
panic and that the work there may
not be longer impeded.
Brother
John A. Stevens has been hindered
very much in his plans, but will storm
his field with renewed vigor during
the coming year.
WE have received a large number
of compliments
on our First Page.
Brother Moore is doing first· class
work and will continue to do so. Our
readers will always find his page both
profitable and interesting.
However,
we pass congratulations
on to MemphiS and offer our brother good cheer.
THE lovable R. P. Meeks, of Henderson, Tenn., is engaged in a meeting at the Line Street Church, this
city. Brother Meeks gave our office
a pleasant call and, as is characteristic of him, said many pleasant things.
May the Lord bless this good man
with many long years to spend in his
kingdom.
BROTHERHoward Brazelton, who
has labored so faithfully and well in
Greene County, Ala., has accepted a
call to Anniston.
He will labor also
at Oxford, an adjacent town.
An
able young preacher
and a great
field are thus hI'ought together, and
the results, we doubt not, will he
most happy.
THERE lies before me the "March
Offering Manual," by the Foreign

Christian
Missionary
Society.
It
abounds in useful information
and
with timely productions from 8 number of onr well-known
brethren.
I
cannot but wish that the little Manual
may fall into the hands of all onr
preachers, for it is calculated, I think,
to deepen the missionary conscience
and insure a .larger offering in March.
BROTHER W.
W. Phares,
from
whom we have reports in this issue,
is one of the faithful, able, and tireless workers in Mississippi.
Upon
him nature has bestowed rich gifts.
Consecrated in heart and towering in
purpose he easily ranks as one of
God's noblemen.
Many years to him
will mean many hIes sings to his fellows.
WE learned too late to so announce
in last issue, that the West Tennessee
Convention has been postponed until Dec. 14th -16th. The reason of the
change is that arrangements had not
been completed for the dedication of
the college, which is an important
part of the program.
Let all interested make note of the chaKe of date,
and prepare to go to Henderson a
week later than cOLtemplated.
This
is to be an important convention, and
should be largely attended.
LAST week we offered the GOSPEL
MESSENGERto boys and girls not over
sixteen years old for only fifty cents
a year.
TLe first responce to this
offer comes from Memphis and is a
handsome little club, of four. Their
names are as follows: Fannie Todd,
Floy Jack, Sidney Croft, Ethel Hinds.
These we esteem as honored patrone
of the GOSPEL MESSElNGER. We
shall endeavor to make our Home
page, and all the paper, a source of
pleasure and of profit to these young
friends.
The Editor sends them bis
warmest greetings
and hopes that
they are all followers of our blessed
Lord.
WE are almost, if not quite, flooded
with pleasant sayings concerning the
GOSPELMESSENGER.We-cannot publish all these. To do sowould require
quite a large suppiement.
We are
emboldened by these words to attempt larger things in the MESSENGER.
However, the way to help the paper
is to say these nice tbings to your
brethren
and induce them to subscribe. ,The purpose of the MESSENGER is to educate the brethren, and
to accomplish this we must have them
as readers.
Get )our friends to subscribe and we can more rapidly improve the paper and make it an abler
means of education in the South.
(Notes continued on page 11.)
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REPORTS PROM THE CHURCHES.
MISSISSIPPI.
JAOKSON: We had a fair audience
TeQerday morning but were rained
eatlrely out last night. About the
onIT news we have to report is that
"hope lees a star" and we are following on.
Yours respectfully,
W. A. NEAL.
F.6.TBTTE: Our meeting began Nov.
2l8t, and lasted one week. We had
good Cl'owdsall the way through, and
there were three added by confession.
Jalt before the meeting two precious
IOnIawere added by statement. These
with the four reported recently make
nine added to my work within the
Jut few weeks.
W. W. PHARES.
DUlUNT: Your correspondent was
taken quite sick at Shelby, Miss. on
November 15th. Was under regular
medical treatmant of Dr. Rose nearly
one week and improved so as to remove to Durant, Miss., (Castillian
Springs) where he is still improving;
and will remain till he goes t,oPlantenvUIe, Ala. for 4th Lord's day
In December, 1897, no preventing
proYidence. I will hope to have my
Jut "Mississippi Delta News" letter
In next issue.
KILBYFERGUSON.
MimmIAN: On Sunday Nov. 28th,
we beld a busines8 meeting of the
ohareb members and paid off the
'180 chareh extension debt, which
f.U due during the yellow fever scare.
Our good listers helped us greatly in
tbfa. The sisters are the "salt of the
earth" down this way. From the
number ot good people moving into
lIeridian from Virginia and Georgia
one would think that this city was the
••••, place in the State to live in.
S. M. BERNARD.
J.6.0INTO: The fourth Lord's day
In lut month Bro. W. H. Sandy
preached his last sermon here for
lOme time, at least. He goes from
bere to Henderson, Tenn. where he
wIDspend the next. six months studyiDe and better preparing himself for
the great work he has so zealously
undertaken. Bro. Sandy is a sound
COSpelpreacher and has been instrumental in bUildingup the cause in this
pari; a great deal. The church here
• weak and feels greatly its loss. Was
oqranized in 1891,with five members
and.now numbers thirty-six. Bro. M.
ICendrlck labored faithfully among us
four fears j since that time Brother
BandT haa preached monthly and
part ot the tiIQejhaa lived in our

midst, during which, time by his
gentle admonition and exemplary life
has won the love of the congregation
and the esteem of all. We pray God
that his lot may fall in pleasant places
and his labors be abundantly blessed.
MOLLIETOLER.
SALTILLO:Please publish for me
the following appointments
for
December: Will preach:
Dec. 8th, Hick's Schoolhouse.
Dec. 9-12th, Antioch, Tate Co ,Miss.
Dec. 13th, Arkabutta, at night.
Dec. 14th, Holly Wood, at night.
Dec. 15th, Tunica, at uight.
Dec. 16th, Lula, at night.
Dec. 17th, Coahoma, at night.
Dec. 18th, and 19th, Friar's Point.
Dec. 20th, Lyon, at night.
Dec. 21st, Clarksdale, at night.
Dec. 220d, Dublin, at nig'ht.
Dec. 23rd, Greenwood, at night.
Dec. 24th, Stuart, at night.
Dec. 26th, Okolona, at night.
T,he brethren at these places will
please publish the appointments.
G. A. REYNOLDS.

ing to us from the Oumberland PretJbyterians and wishing to be nothine
more nor less than a Ohristian, and
nine by confession and baptism. Ooming at a time when most needed by
the church, Bro. Smith's stay among
us resulted in untold good. Those of
us who had known him before expected much of Bro. Smith and were
not disappointed, while all are forced
to admit that he compares favorably
with any of the grand and good men
who have preceded him in meetings
at this place. Being earnest, logical
and gentle, he won not only the reipect but the good-will of all the people at Howell, and held large and increasing audiences until the last. In
stead of "closing the doors of the
church" as some of our brethren had
been taught to fear, he only threw
wider the doors and windows and "let
a little sunshine in." May God bless
Bro. Smith in his work!
A SI8TJllR.

HARRIMAN
: Yesterday closed the
fourth waekof our meeting. We have
had no "booms" but there has heen a
steady growth from the first. Notwithstanding the "inclement weather
the house was filled last evenin,; to
MERIDIAN:An explanation to the hear Bro. Haddock's sermon on "The
Alabama brethren: You honored me Name." The discourse was the mOflt
with a place' on your program, and convincing of any yet delivered. So
I had completed my arrangements to far we have had twenty-six additions.
Our religious neighbors are very
go to your State Convention, when
suddenly a woman of mature years anxious about the close of the meeting, The East Tenne.see Baptist, an
presented herself and demanded baporgan of the Baptist Ohurch has taken
tism at my hands on Wednesday
night of your convention week. Could the task upon itself to call us down.
It had an editorial last week entitled
not persuade her to have it attended
to Monday, so had to miss the Con- "Oonsummate Ignorance" in which
Haddock is generally sorched. Every
vention in order to perform my duty
force
nearly, is brought out against us,
as a miDlster of the gospel. Howevbut we are still here doing the "Lord's
er, I sent my address in type'writwork" at the same old stand, and by
ten form so as not to <;auseany break
the Lord's help we are going to conin the program.
S. M. BERNARD.
tinue. This personal arrangement
'
will be noticed to-night publicly.
TENNESSEE.
Brethren pray for us.
J. E. STUART.
ROCKWOOD:Had two additions at
regular service Sunday morning. One
ADAMSVILLE:
Bro. John A. Stevens
of these had been taught that faith
closed a two week's meeting for us,
came by prayer as a direct gift from
Nov. 28th, with twenty-four added.
God and had almost despaired of ever
It was the best meeting almost withgetting it. She with joy learned that
in the history of our congregation
faith cometh hy hearing and hearing
which is about twenty years old. His
by the word of God!
zeal and earnestness not only caused
W. J. SHELBURNE.
sinners to repent and turn from their
evil ways, but put new life into the
HOWELL: Beginning·with the 2nd church. We are greatly improved.
Lord's day in November, Bro. F. W. Bro. Stevens seems to have an apt
Smith, of Franklin, Tenn. held a way of stating things. In no way did
week·s meeting with the Church of he depart from declaring the whole
Christ at. Howell, Tenn., which was
Gospel of Ohrist. Yet very many who
one of the best meetings ever held
have not been in the habit of hearing
with the disciples at this place. One
us attended with great interest and
visible result of the meeting was ten
doubtless seed was planted that may
~oul8added tQ tQ~ Oh\lr~hi, o.o,eCQIll,.
spring up in later yearl. Our hQUSO

.•..
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was crowded at night, many doubtless
being drawn out by Miss Eva Crowder's cornet which was of much
benefit to the music. If there had been
an "anti" in the congregation when
the meeting began we think he would
have exclaimed at the conclusion:
"Praise the Lord with cornet and or'
gan."
We felt so good over our meeting that we were almost glad the yellow fever had run Bro. Stevens out of
Mississippi. He is gifted with a clear,
strong voice-is
a logical reasoner,
orIginal in many ways and above all he.
preaches
Christ
as our
crucified
Saviour and earnestly pleads with sinful humanity to accept him. May
God spare him to a ripe old age.
GILBER'r A. SIPES.
P. S. [am glad we have such a
Iwee.t paper in Tennessee as the MESSENGER,and trust it will soon realize
its full contemplations
in general
make up. Send me one dozen sample
copietl, and I will endeavor to get
your list enlarged here.
Yours in the faith,
G. A. S.
JOHNSONCITY: Our meeting closed Thursday night, Dec. 2nd, with 19
additions-16
by baptism,
1 from
Methodists,
rest by enter.
There
were 2 additions the last night and
we all felt that many more would have
come out on the Lord's side had we
continued, but Bro. Burleigh
was
physically unable to continue.
He is
truly a strong man, preaching only
the simple gospel in a plain way. His
work at Bristol has been highly suc·
cessful, having had over 100 additions
there in the last year.
We feel that
the cause in Johnson City bas been
given a new impetus and expect to
reap still greater harvests as a result
of this series of meetings in tbe future.
Fraternally,
A. B. CROUCH.
ERIN: Sodom went up in the
flames, but her name remains.
Also, Erin has received great damage
since our article in the MESSENGER,
Dec. 5th was written.
Consuming a
number of business houses, postoffice
building included, but her name remains.
We keep bouse for the Lord
in Erin.
Brethren, if you wish to pay
us a visit, please drop us a postal card
a few days before and we will be glad
to meet you at the depot.
Faithfully,
D. S. HENDERSON.

-

SOU'fa KENTUCKY.
CENTRALCITY: The meeting at St.
Charles closed on the 26th of November. W. B. Wright, of Russelville,

Ky., did tM
that anyone
six additions
by baptism,
restored.

preaching, which was all
need wish. There were
to the cengregation-two
two by letter, and two
1. H. TE¥.

KELLY: There will be a Box Sup'
per for the benefit of the Christian
Church at Kelly, Ky., on Dec. 18th
(Saturday night), and all are cordially invited to come, and the ladies to
bring their boxes.
I was told by the
church to send tbis to the GOSPEL
MESSENGER.
W. D. WALKER.
MECEDONIA: Our protracted meeting, beginning Oct. 30th, and continuing until Nov. 8th, resulted in 27 additions.
Our good Brother G. W. Davis did the preaching, and it was
therefore well done. Brother Davis
has boen with us for the past year,
and has labored earnestly.
We like
him very much and hope to be able
to secure him to .labor with us another year.
W. J. MURPHY.
CADIZ: I conducted a meeting of
12 days' duration at Linton, Ky.,
closing on Tuesday night, Nov. 26th.
Six
additions
and
flne interest
throughout the meeting. The people
of Linton know how to make it pleasant for the preacher. This place should
be supplied with preaching, and by so
doing- we would soon have an organization there.
W. H. FINCH.
A YOUN6 MAN'S ERROR.

"I drink to make me work," said a
young man; To which an old man
replied:
"That's
right, thee drink
and it will make thee work! Hearken
to me a moment, and I'll tell thee
something that may do thee good. I
was once a prosperous farmer.
I had
a good, loving wife and two as fine
lads as ever the sun shone on.
had a comfortable home and lived
happily together.
But we used to
drink to make us w<:>rk. Those two
lads I have laid in drunkard's graves.
My wife died broken-hearted,
and she
now lies by her two sons. I am 72
years of age. Had it not been for
drink, I might now have been an independent
gentleman;
but I uSAd to
drink to make me work, and mark!
it makes me work now. At 70 years
of age I am obliged to work for my
daily bread.
Drink! drink! and it
will make thee work."-Domestic

We

Journal.

_.

He is to be feared most who fears
his Maker least.

-

Better the fauper's
rich man's dell!th.

Ute thll,n the

EDITORIAL NOTES.
The Devotional Page this week is a
gem. We should like to have been
present during the prayer meeting of
which the editor tells us. The Me,
ridian church Is thoroughly alive, and
the secret of its success IIInot far ~
flnd. All live churches
have live
prayer meetings-an
exception
we
have never known.
The Ye<t Book of the Churche. oj
Christ in Tennessee, just from the
press, lies before us. We commend'
it to the careful attention of our Tennessee brethren.
It beautifully BetSforth the reason, righteousness, success and sscrifice of our co-operati'fe'
work. Read and be conviBced! Op'"
position to this work lies chelfty
in a misunderstanding
of its plans
and purposes.
Opposition, however,
grows less each year, and there la
promise that it shall~become, ere'a.'·
very distant day, a thing entirely of,
the past.
Then shall Christ be glorified the more, in that more men shan
hear the gospel, believe, obey, and ~
saved.
THERE appears
in the ChriatiG.Standard, Of last week a handsomecut of O. P. Spiegel, Alabama's popular evangelist, together with a brie;
sketch of his life.
The words or
praise are well spoken and seek but
to do justic\, to a well- deserving man.
For years Brother Spiegel has laboreJ
In his native State faithfully an" well,
and that for a small salary In the face
of very much more offered him else- ~
where.
Those who have hurled criticisms at his work are strangers to hi8 .
sacrifice and have placed themselves'
in a light not calculated to make a
good impression.
It is very easy to
criticise, but it takes courage to do. '
Brother Spiegel's critics, whether in
his State or out of It, are long in
words but short in doing. Could they
see themselves as others see them,
their reformation might be hoped for.

r-

MISSISSIPPI

-

DELTA NEWS.

Nothing to report,
because the
writer has been sick since Nov. 15th,
and is now at Durant~ Miss. Expects
to be able to reach Plantersville, Ala.,
Dec. 25th ready for business.
KILBY FERGUSON.

_.

NOTICE.
The Mobile and Ohio R. R•..
will grant one··half fare to the
convention at Henderson, Tenn.,
Dec. 13-17th.
Ask the agent
fOl" the conditions.

A. I. Mnm.
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DEVOTIONAL DEPARTMENT.
8. M. BERNA-RD, EDITOR,

THE LORD'S
Its Institution.

SUPPER.
The Time.

Jesus instituted the Supper at a
time when it was little expected by
the apostles.
They had just partaken
of one Supper and now the Saviour introduces them to another-something
rather uncommon in every day life.
Neither had the prophets heralded
the news of the institution
of the
Supper.
While circumstantial
evidence leads us to believe that Jesus
.gave this ordinance as a soul-stirring
81trprise, still the apostles gave no
outward signs of astonishment.
They
had evidently reached that state of
mind where they could say "Lord,
thy will be done, it matters n'lt what
thy will may be."
In the days of John the Baptizer
the people were not looking for a man
who would preach in the wilderness,
and wade into the River Jordan and
immerse people, but John did that
nevertheless, and great crowds went
out and submitted to the ordinance.
And so it is, some of the most precfous blessings come to us at a time
when we are not especially looking
for them and yet we always welcome
them heartily. That Christmas present
that you received last winter came
to your door very sUddellly. No one
of the family was looking for it, yet
you did not refuse to accept it.
I believe the Saviour loved to save
some real rich blessingll until an opportnne time, and then send them
like a flood into the souls of his disciples. Sometimes the Lord's Supper
comes to a person even now in the
form of a precious surprise.
A man
has been traveling fo'!' some time and
when the Lord's Day comes he flnds
himself in a strange community.
He
8tepsinto a church a perfect stranger,
Dot knowing even what church it is.
The table cover is lifted. The Elder
8aY8: "This is not my Supper, it is
the Lord's and is for all the Lord's
children."
A sudden thrill of joy
passes over the visitor as he enters heartily into the service and
leaves the house of worship feeling
that it was good to be there.
MIDWEEK

PRAYFlR.MF.ETING.

Date-December
15.
The topic for December 15 as announced on the Broadhurst
topic
leaflet is "the Lord's Supper."
As
80 mucb has been written in this department
of late on that subject, I
will just refer you to previous Dumbers of the MESSENGERand will DOW

MERIDUN,

MISS.

proceed to talk to you upon another
subject.
Probably you belong to a church
that never has a prayer-meeting.
There are many such churches in the
fair Southland.
Now, what is the
reason that your church has no prayer service?
You have a building.
Yes! You have a sexton who is
ready to light and heat the <,hurch.
Yes! You have health and strength
enough to carry you to the bouse of
tbe Lord. Yes! God Almighty invit'es his saints to lift up their voices
to him in concert.
Yes! Then why
don't you organize a prayer-meeting?
The answer comes in a subdued tone:
"The men in oor church are not good
for anything except to look handsome."
Alas! Alas! such is very often the
case. The men in so many churches
have not two grains of spirituality in
their make up. So many churches
are burdened almost beyond endurance with an unconverted
membership. But hold on here Brother, I
am talking to you now, probably you
are the man to begin a work of prayer
in your congregation.
Yon know tbe
members.
You know the value of
fellowship in prayer and praise and
it now becomes .your duty to go
around among the congregation and
talk this matter up. You CIlD do it,
don't say you can not. The way to
proceed is to go flrFltto a few of the
brethren whom you know to be upright men. Tell them kindly of their
duty in this matter.
Meet them in
some parlor some night and there you
few men alternate in offering prayers
to God. Get accustqmed to hearing
your own voice in praypr.
Then call on the members and tell
each one that one next Wednesday
night there will be a prayer-meeting
at the cburch and that you want them
there.
When the hour arrives, you stand
up and state the object of the meeting and go ahead and conduct it, even
if it is not the best prayer service you
ever attended.
Take God's word for
it, that you will be a better man for
having done this work in the name of
Christ. Let each church start the
year 1898 with a regular prayermeeting.
Give the young people a
good place to go on Wednesday night
and many of tbem will stay away from
an evil place. If you have not been
in the habit of attending the prayermeeting yourself, start the new year
by attending.
Now, I am going to let you peep in
on our Meridian prayer-meeting,
80

yon can see wbat a blessing a good
service like this is to a cburch.
On
Wednesday Nov. 24, at 7: 15 P. M.
your humble servant, the minister of
the congregation arose and announced
the bymn "What a Friend we Have in
Jesus."
The audience sang it hearti1y.
We all fell upon our kneesandBro.
Wallace Roberts offered a prayer of
thanksgiving that God had permitted
us to meet and asked for a continuance
of God's goodness.
The
leader then read I. Peter, 3rd chapter,
and announced the subject as "The
Blessings of Baptism."
He dwelt
particularly upon the 21st verse, which
teaches that we are saved by baptism,
and explained how we are saved not
by the chemical properties
of the
water but by obedience.
The audiences bowed while Bro.
B. H. Grimes led in prayer.
We then
sa11g "There is a Fountain Filled with
Blood."
Bro. Grimes, one of our elders,
aross and made a talk upon the topic.
He dwelt particularly npon tlle idea
that the blessings were all "in" Christ,
and that a man had to get into Christ
through obedience in the ordinance
of Baptism before he would obtain the
blessings.
He illustrated his thought
in various ways. Bro. J. T. Lawson, a
young man, then offered a fervent
prayer
that God might
bless the
preachers of our brotherhood,
that
they might proclaim the whole counsel
of God witb power, and that many
souls might be converted during the
coming year.
Bro. W. Clark, one of
our new members then explained that
one blessing of baptism was good conscience toward God. He said that he
had lived in a church for twenty years
thqt practiced sprinkling, and now,
since he~ had a been properly baptized, he had a good conscience.
We
sang "Whiter Than Snow."
Mrs. S. M. Bernard read an appropriate
article from the GOSPEL
MESSENGER. Bro. Lawson spoke of
the stru~gles of our brethren in getting
the religious world to properly understand the subject of baptism.
Some announcements were made
for the remainder of the week.
We
sang a hymn and were dismissed with
prayer.
We all felt edified.

The cheif of faults is fault-finding.
Let him be lost in your estimation
who is first in his own.
Deadly is the serpent which fastens
its fangs in the soul.
That duty i8 most binding which
was deferred from yesterday._
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CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR DEPARTMENT.
MISS ETHEL

STREATOR,

EDITOR,

OUR SINS.
Dec. 13. All have sinned. Rom. 3: 19-31.
.oDec.14. Who shall de1iver~ Rom. 8: 14-25.
oDec.15. Our advocate.
1 John 2: 1-6.
Dec.16. Fire burns. Provo 6: 12,19,27,28.
Dec. 17. Confess. 1 John 1: 1-10.
Dec. 18. With all your heart.
Deut.4:
25-31.
Dee. 19. TOPIC.
Our sins and how to get
rid of them. Luke 13: 23-30.

A BmIE STUDY:

Sins of Oommission. Prov. 24: 9;
Matt. 6: 3; 8: 6; Luke 8: 10-14;
Acts 5: 2-4; James 2: 2-4; 1 Cor. 2:
3; 8: 9-12.
Sins of Omission. Matt .13: 14, 15;
25: 45; Luke 11: 42; 12: 47; 17: 1718; John9: 41; James 2: 2-6; 4-17.
Sins of the Lips. Prov. 16: 27, 28;
17:9; 26: 20, 21: James 3: 2, 6, 8,
16; Psa. 15: 3, 4; 34: 13.
How to GetRid of Them. Psa. 34: 17;
Prov. 28: 13; Matt. 11: 28,29; 1 John
1: 9; Psa. 32: 5; Eph. 4: 26; Heb. 9:
14-28; 2 Pet. 2: 9; 1 Cor. 8: 13; 10: 13.
In writing or speaking of the sins
which Endeavorers are apt to commit, one does not think of grave misdemeanors as anything criminal. But
sometimes we all do things which are
not up to our highest standard, and
which are not worthy of Christ's followers. There is the frown which
may hurt someone who is craving a
smile; the impatient speech, which
repels one who would like to be
friendly; the thoughtlessness with
which you often unconsciously wound
those whom you love.
And then the things you have left
undone I Is there a singie day which
passes without Bomeunused opportunity for giving- help and pleasure?
It is a solemn thing, that the undon~
good will weigh as heavily against us,
finally, as positive evil.
One of the best ways to get rid of
these sins which beset us is to carefully review each day w hen its work
is finished. At first there will be a
startling array of things you would
like to change, but if the habit is persistently carried out, it will surely be
a help; it will make you more careful
as the hours pass, that there may be
fewer things to regret and ask forgiveness for when the night has come.
The Y. P. S. C. E. of the Christian
Church, Clarksville, Ten 1., has started a temperance scrap-book. All the
members have agreed to collect articles bearing on temperance. The
book will be kept by one of the younger members. Temperance committees and leaders.•who will need 8uch
itemll in the future will know just

CLARKSVILLE,

TENN.

where to dnd .them in convenient
form.
"Do not judge yourself by what
others are, but by what you should
be and wbat Christ is."
. A sin unconfessed is like a bidden
fire-it ever eats a larger nest for itself.-Endeavorer's Daily Companion.
Within the last year, two dainty
cards have come to join the individual pledge card, so familiar to En·
deavorers. They need no further
comment than the words they bear.
On one we read: "Certificate of membership in The Tenth Legion of the
United Society_of Christian Endeavor, composedof Cbristians whose loyalty to Christ their Commander and
spirit of self-sacrifice for the spread
of His Kingdom are expres led by
the gift l,f one-tenth Qr more of their
income to his use." Tbe other is the
"Covenant Card of the Comrades of
tbe Quiet Hour. Trustin~ in the
Lord Jesus Christ for strength, I will
JEake it the rule of my life to set
apart at least fifteen minutes every
day, if possible in the early morning,
for quiet meditation and direct commuaion with God.

18
Amos R. Wells noticed the great interest in the Tenth Legion: "At one
of the large gatherings (the Missionary Conference) I asked_the audience,
which filled one of the largest churches in the city, how many present were
members of the Tenth Legion, and at
least balf the audience promptly and
enthusiastically raised their hands.
This new movement is one of glorious
promise for the extension of the
Kingdom."
"I was impressed more with the
grasp tbat Cbristian Endeavor has
upon young people of evangelical denominations than ever before at the
San Francisco Convention. II; was
proven by their ddelity, by being
away from home in a strange land.
More and more it came to me often
that Christian Eddeavor was only beginning to appreciate wbat God meana
to do witb it if we as individual Endeavorers are only true to him.
Tbe knowledge that delegates journeying from the East and South received in traveling over their own
tountry, ill itself made a lasting impression, and if it were. not for the
great spiritual results of tbe convention, the impetus given to home missions alone would repay for all the
expense on the part of any individual
in going to and from our last great
meeting place."-John Willi' Baer.
The new year that you and I talked
a good deal about a little while ago,
isn't new any longer. Wouldn't it be
a good idea for you to get out the resolutions you made and see bow much
remains to be accomplished before
the year closes?-The Lookout.

. Sunshine gives some impressions of
the San Francisco Convention which
are worth repeating: "To Treas. Shaw
the most impressive thing was the effect that a company of earnest, happy Christians could have on people
who before were absolutely indifferent
Are you a member of. one of the
to claims of Chril:lt. It impressed committees in your society? If you
me with the thought that what the are, remember that something has
world needs to-day is a living Christ been committed to your charge. The
expressing himself through his disci- very name implies that.,and God will,
pIes. In the overfiow of meetings, and the society has a right to call you thousands of men and women, parto account for the way you use the
ticularly men, who had not been in- responsibility you bave accepted.side of a church for years, stood for The Lookout.
houri at a time listening to the simpIe gospel story. I trust that more
CHRISTIAN
DEPOSITORY.
and more it may be the mission of the
Christian Endeavor to carry the gosGI'veyour chl'idren pure lit era~urv)
•••__
pel to those who will not go to the and you will reap pure thoughts.
church."
Give them "light" reading, and you
"The thing which most impressed ,Will reap light thoughts.
me at the convention in San FrancisPure Literature, Bibles,Testaments,
co was that the meeting was being
held most opportunely both as to time Song Books, Bible Dictionaries, all
books reviewed in tbis column, &c.,
and place, and that by it Christianity &c., can be obtained by writing to the
on the Pacidc coast was being given address below.
a dignity and importance which it
Tbe Christian Sunday' SchoolSeriee
sadly needed, and which will do more
are the BEST. Write for sample&for the cause of Christianity in that
free upon application.
locality than the sending of hundreds
W M. S. BROADHURST,
of missionaries would belikely to do."
163-165fourth Ave.,
-Ira Landrith.
P. o. BOX 6'6.
LOU!iY'ILLII, Itl'.
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HOME DEPARTMENT.
THERE

IS NO UNBELIEF.

There is no unbelief;
Whoever plants a seed beneath the sod
And waits to see it push away the clod,
He trusts in God.
Whoever says when clouds are in the sky,
"Be patient, hearts, light breaketh
by
and by,"
Trusts the Most High.
Whoever sees 'neath fields of winter snow
The'silent harvest of the future grow,
God's power must know.
Whoever lies down on his couch to sleep,
Content to lock each sense in slumber deep,
Knows God will keep.
Whoever says, To-morrow 1The Unknown:
The J.t'uture I trust!; that power alone
He dares disown.
There is no unbelief;
.And day by day and night, unconsciously,
The heart lives by that faith the lips deny,
God knoweth why.
-Edward Bulwer Litton.

•
BIRDS

THA.T COULD~'T

SING.

BY BEV. J. F. COWAN.

Two prominent ministers of the
Bame denomination, both of whom
are pastors of metropolitan churches,
had 'gone off into the woods to hunt
and fish. They stopped at a big hotel in' a mountain region where trout
streams ware abu'ldant, and during
the week Inquired for a church. The
proprietor told them there was a
church in the neighborhood; and, as
the minister had been called away
for the next Sunday, doubtless the
congregation would be glad to have
one of the visitiug ministers preach.
They consented; but when Sunday
came the pastor of the church unexpectedly appeared. They declcined
his poliae invitation to preach when
he was there to do it himself, since
they had come away from home for
rest. .But when he mentioned the
fact, that ,there was no one present
who could raise a tune, they very
readlly consented to undertake lead·
ing the singing. There was no instrumeat.
The minister gave out the hymn,
"Salvation,O the Joyful Sound." The
first minister started it to the tune of
"Oambridge," but, at the end of the
firit line, everything he knew about
that tune deserted him, and go farther he could not. He started it
again, but'with the same result, and
the third time only increased his confusion, whereupan he have it up as a
bad job.
Hill brother minister was of course
very much mortified, aDd,thinking to
save the reputation of the city visitors
and to restore a feeling of devotion,
started out to sing, "There is a Fountain Filled with Blood." He was as

familiar with it as with a, b, c, and
never had a doubt but that, if he
were waked up in the middle of the
night, he could sing it with his eyes
shut. But failure seemed to be contagious, and before he got to the end
of the first line, he too, wavered,
lost the track, struck off across lois,
and landed nowhere.
This second failure was quite too
much for the audience, who were unable to restrain themselves longer.
Laughter burst.out all over the house
like water out of a barrel with the
hoops knocked off.
The two unfortunate victims of momentary aberration of mind looked
at each other, and, their gravity completely overcome by the ludicrousness of the situation, they too, burst
into laughter. Then, heartily ashamed
of themselves, they sobered up. But
the first time their eyes met they lost
self'control again. This would never do. They picked up their hats and
started for the woods.
When' they got out of sight and
hearing of the church they sat down
to reflect. But no sooner did they
look into each other's faces than the
reccollection of the ludicrous situation
overcame them and they burst out
into convulsivfl and uncontrolable
laughter which made the forest ring,
and lasted for several minutes.
When at last they had partially
gained control of themselves and
dared to lift their facsS from their
hands, the same thing happened
again. The chuckle of one started
the other, and like schoolboys they
roared and haw-hawed until the
woods rang with the echoes.
It was fully half a~ hour before this
sort of thing had spent itself, and they
were able to look over the situation
calmly. What were they to do? They
had too much at stake as gentlemen
to ignore such a breach of decorum
as had been committed by them. Certainly an appology was due.
But the more they thought of it,
the more absurd it seemed to try to
apologize. Neither of them could
claim that he didn't know how to
sing, or that he was not familiar with
the tune which he had attempted to
sing, or had not sung it hundreds of
times. How could they make anybody
believe that they both had been seized
with an inexplicable panic which had
suddenly deprived ,them of their
sense of time and tune? And even if
that were accepted, bow could two
dignified doctors of divinity, who had
passed middle age in lite, expect a
brother minister and a congregation
of reo pIe to believe that they had not

learned to restrain their laughter over
Indicrous happenings?
The more they thought of it, the
more it seemed to them like adding
injury to insult for them to go back
and say anything about it. And so
inRtead they sneaked oft to their
room, quietly packed their belongings, and took their departure for the
most remote and isolated cabin they
could possibly find on the mountainside.-Chri8tian

Endeavor

-

World.

""BLA.MELESS."
BY REV, F. B. MEYER.

"1 pray God," wrote Paul to the
Thessalonians, "your whole spirit and
soul and body be preserved blameless. Faithful is he that calleth you,
who also will do it."
The apostle was a practical man,
and the fact of his having prayed for
these things was clear evidence that
believers might attain that condition
of soul which his words implied.
We must distinguishbetween blamelessness and and faultlessness. The
latter can be ours only when we have
passed the gate of pearl, and been
presented faultless in the presence of
His glory, with exceeding joy; the
former alone is posaible to us here
and now,but, thank God, it ill possible because he has said that "he wiO
do it."
Everyone admits that there is •
difference between these two. Take
an instance from common life. A
working woman comes home weary
from her day's toil, and having provided the evening meal and put her
litile ones to bed, she sits down to
work for her babe. Presently the
little frock falls upon her knee, and
she leans back in a snatch of unconsciousness, such as only the most tired
know.
Her eldest little girl, noticing ~he
collapse of her mother's efforts, steals
to her side, takes her work gently out
of the tired fingers, and, creeping
back to her chair by the fire, e.,says
to finish the uncompleted hem.
"Mary," says the, mother, suddenly awaking', "what are you doing?"
"Helping you, mother," replies.
voice with a touch of sacredneess in
it.
"Let me see what you have done;
bring it here, child." And as the
quick woman's eyes look down the
tortuous stitches, she sees at a glance
that everyone of them will have to
be unpicked and done again.
But she says never a word to the
little maiden of blame or faultfinding.
The work is nut faultless, by a long
way, but the child is blameless. Had
the cobbled seam been due to sloven-
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linelS or neglect, the work had been
blameworthy as well as faulty, but
inaBmuch as it ha(been done to the
very best of the child's ability, she
stands without blame in her mother's
presence.
Of conrse, the analogy is not perfect, because other conditions connected with our Savior's work have
to be introduced before we can stand
in the presence of God blameless and
fanltle8s j but still the illustration will
show how it is possible for those whose
every moment is full of fault, to be
nevertheless blameless and harmless,
the sons of Godwithout reproach, becanse they have not wilfully ignored
aay known command, but have lived
in the cnrrent of the precious blood,
and within the charmed circle of the
will of God. 0, to live that.blameless
life, the life hid with Christ in God!
-OhriBtian Endeavor World.
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"THE OLD MAN."

of manhood, you will feel like chas.
ing them with a thick stick aDdcrushing their skull" to see if there is any
brain tissue on the inside.-B'Urdette.

.- .

DID YOU EVER SEE HIM~

Positions Secured
WITHOUT COST.

W 08t Point Bnsinoss CollOID,

He takes no religious paper because
he is too poor to do so. Yet the School of Shorthand, Typewriting and
trashiest kind of literature, to the Penmanship, West Point, Miss. BTamount of ten times the cost of a ery full graduate employed. For
church paper, finds its way into his Fine Specimens of Penmanship aDd
house every year. And he and his Full Particulars, address A. A• .A.Dwife are wondering why their chil- drews, Secretary and Treasurer. G.
dren, as they grow up, have no inter- A. Macon, President.
est in the church, and are rapidly
WEST POINT, MISS.
drifting away from it.-New Orlean,
Advocate.

•
"BY all means use some time to
Salute thyself.
See what thy
wear.
Dare to look in thy closet, for
alone,
And tumble up anll down what
est there."
-Edward
Bulwer

._.

be alone,
soul doth
it is thin"
thou flnd-

:fSowler &
D:z

$bfnn.

Lytton,

Ichabod, my boy, methought I
"THERE'S one thing," remarked
heard you speak of your father this Deacon Faithful, with irritation "that
morning as "the old man." You are they forgot to put in the hymnal for
18 years of age. are you not? Just so. the benefit of some people who come
That is the age when callow youth has to church, ard that is a lullaby,"
its first attack of big-head. You imagine at this moment that you know
AN aged Scotchman was one of
it all. I observed by the cut of your the opponents of instrumental music
trousers, the angle of your hat, the in the church he attended. One day
tip of your head, the fiavor of your lately some one asked him what he
breath, the style of your toothpick
thought of the organ that had been'
shoes, and the swagger of your walk,
introduced. "Man," was the reply,
All kinds Belting, Pulleys, 8haftlDI'
that you are badly gone on yourself.
"Pm feard Pm gaun to like it."
Pumps, Injectors, anything in Machbl·
This is an error of youth which yonr
ery li\upplies. Cor. First & Woodlr.n4 .
uncle can overlook j but it pains him
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE.
Doubt not the word of him who
sorely to hear you speak in terms of
speaks the Word of God.
disrespect of one you should never
I_,
MAKE MONEY FAST
mention save. by the sacred name,
8€'11lngCabinets. Turkish, Russian, or
Medica.ted Baths at home. No mo~
Earnest, indeed, is .the silent plea
"father."
He may not be up to your
Bath Tubs. Renovates your .,MelD,
pt6vent. Obe.itr. cures RHEUI(A .•
style in the modern art of making a .prellented in tears.
TrSM, La Gnp~. Nen~ia,
Befool of himself, but ten to one he for~rtEca~~L~&\~
:~l'~i
HOT
Blood•.Skin, Nerve, LIVER, and
gets more in a week than you will
XIDN",Y DlSeaseo. BeanWl••
Vicious, indeed, is the battle where
VAPOR
complexion. Guarauleed. Bed
ever know. He may not enjoy smok- Vice commandll.
BATH
~'?ol~'::.
~J~~j~.~:i~:::
Jng guttersnipes chopped fine and inCABINET.
eoto.lIer on earth. Whol_l.k
•••••••••
" agenlll. Hygienic Bath CaIIIllIt
closed in delicate tissue paper, but he
Co•• NUh,lIIe. Tena.
He who follows a shadow never
has borne a good many hard knocks catches the substance.
for your sake. and is entitled to all
" CONVERSION."
the reverence your shallow brain can
A Christian Only.
muster. By and by, after you get
By B. F. Manfre.
through knowing it all and begin to
A sermon preached in the Central 828 pages, cloth bound. $1 per copy
learn somethiug, you will be ashamed
Christian Church, Dallas, Texas, Jan.
to look in the glass and wonder where 24, 1897. A tract of fifteen pages, prepaid. AddreB8the Author, Jackthe fool-killer kept himself when ~ou embodying his reasons for leaving the son, Min.
Methodist Church and ministry and
were ripe for the sacrifice. And then,
when the "old man" grows tired of uniting with the Christian Church.
This tract has excited much interest
the journey and stops to rE'st, and wherever it has been circulated. It is
you fold his hands across his bosom written in clear, convincing style, and
and take a last look at a face that has excellent spirit, and makes an admiragrown ~beautiful in death, you will ble document for general circulation.
, The first edition was soon exhausted.
5owlil)g Grecl) Business eollecr.
feel a: sting of regret tbat you ever
Second Edition no,,: ready. Single
Business, Sbort-band, Type-Wl'ltlDg, Tespoke of him in so:grossly disrespectcopy 5 cents; 12 copIes, 25 cents; 100 legrapby, andPenmansh~p taught. Gradcopies, $1.50. Published and for sale uates secure positions, EeauttfulGataful a manner j :and when other sprouts
of imbecility:use:the language that so by the ChristiaD Courier 00., DallaB, \IOgUe free. Address
abeull Jiros., Jiowltng Green, 'ltl.
delighted you in the germinal period Texas.
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LA~~ES-r. .,JEweLRY HOUSE IN THE SOUTH

co.

B. Ii.. STIEf
JEWELRY
.
-

.Rail Qoad

_20.'~cI 219 UNION ST., NASHVILLE, TENN.
lie~DQUA~Te~~

FO~

J

iali~eI)Js, . W Glfc;be~,RiI)e em'2ell',y,~fel'liI)~ ~tMel' QiI)J €uf @lGlsS
WQiN, ~redGlc:les.
€ll/lc;~s, ~:NI)3~s QiI)JRQil)c;,y
@00JS.
Send for our Latest f1Iustrated Catalogue.
Mail or.d~rs promptly attended to.
Repairing 'a speclalty.
All work warranted.

cT. B. GARR, ·lYIaI)ag6F.
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A Magic Cure'&QrR~~

Ell/.

Hfl!2:.
~g~~~tiR~i¥.
--=-

C ~"''\~

;a-

~'-....
~

~~~El\~~i~,~p:r~~
ventive and CU<>Etor all GERM DIS~
EASE.,. A quick cure for OoIds. Tile
only INHAL:h:Rin wnich coemicaUypure
rK~'/.1f
~"'~_~.'-'" Imporled crYdcalsare used. The_princi·
/I.
~.~ ".f"
:t..'\ "
pal medicine lor the entire Empire ot
"
..
Jilpan. Used and praised by over a.mill·
,. oc AmerlcaDB. Oce minute'S trial w11lconvince you ot Its wocdertul merit. Endorsed
't b leadinK physicians. Everyone guaranteed, Money retunapd It not ~8tisfled. Will
/I. la t two years. and can be relllled by u~ tor 20cents in ••tamps. It will then be good tor
"t
0 more years. Thousands have been ~old under guaran'ee.
Order one now as a trl"'1.
!/I. I speaks lor !tselt. Show it and it sells1tselt. ·Price 150 cents, postpaid.
AGENTS
J" ,';ANi'ED. Send 50cents for ore Inhaler and a.k for wn le.a e "rice, ,0 agents.
Address BAPTIS l' i\.ND BEFLECTOH,
Naohvllle. Tenn
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The

Nashville Shorthand Institute
and Tennessee
Business' College.
Presbyterian Publishing House, 150 North Cherry St.

~

ALbXANDER FALL, fresident.

S~O~TaR~O, TYPEWRITI~G, BOOI{KE~PI~G,
TEllEG~RPaY,
PE~lYIR~SaIP
'S?-=m

-=7

RBO RIIII EB.GIIISt/.BRRfiGt/.Es Tt/.oROUGflliY TRUGt/.T.

Tuition within the reach of all. Good positions for all
when qualified.
Complete course, homelike conveniences. Splendid apartments
always clean.
Good board at moderate rates.
l>.edect
Satisfaction
Given or Money
Refunded.
~

CALL

OR WRITE

Great Through Trunk Line
BETWEEN

Gin«innati, lIexington, lIoaisville.
Enns'ltille, St, lIoais,
And the cities of

Go;

"'\..).H,

~. 6: H.

FOR

TERMS.

~ashvi1le, fflemphis,
montgometry, mobile
and· 14ew Otrleans
WITIi0UT
AND SPEED

GIi.A.~<3€
UNRIVALED.

Pullman Palace Cars for Atlanta, Savannah, Macon, Jacksonville and
points in Florida.
Connections are made at Guthrie and
Nashville for all points.
North, East
South and west.
In Pullman Palace Cars
Emigrants, seeking homes on the line of
this road will receive special low rates.
See agents of this company for ratec;
routes, &c., or write to
C. p. ATMORE, G. P. tv T. A.
.
louisville, Ky.
Free tuition. We give one or more free schOlarships in every county in the U. S. Write us.
n)
••
Will accept notes for tuition
.,-osiftons... orcan dep?sit money in bank
~
J
until poSItionis secured. ~ ••
<7uaranteea
fare paid. No vacation. EnUnder reastmab18 ter at anytime. Open forboth
conditions. . ..
sexes. Cheap board. Send for
free lIIustrated catalogue.
Address J. F. DRAUGHON,
Pres't, at either pla~.

Draughon's ~
Practical._ ••
Business ••••

Diamo~d
Y Oung Blcycle,GoldWatch,
Ring, or a Scholarshll? In
FREE:

Nashville,

PAINTS, OIL

AND

.,

NASHVILLE, TENN., AND 'TEXARKANA, EXAS.
Bookkeeping, Shorthand, Typewriting, etc.
The most thorough, practical and progressive
schools of the kind in the world, and the best
(>atronizedones in the South. Indorsed by bankers, merchants, ministers and others. Four
weeks in bookkeeping with us are equal to
twelve weeks by the old plan. J. F. Draughon,
President, is author of Draughon's newsystem
of bookkeeping, "Double Entry Made Easy."
tfome study. We have prepared for nome
study, books on bookkee:\ling, penmanship and
9horthand. Write for pnce list "Home Study."
Extract. ·'PROF.DRAUGBPN-Ilearned bookkeepln,gat home from your books,while holding
a position as night telegraph operator."-C E;.
LEFFINGWELL,
Bookkeeper for Gerber & FU:ks,
WhQlesaleGrocers, South Chicago, Ill.
jMention this paper when writinr.)

Tennessee.

WINDOW GLASS.

Doors, Blinds and Glazed Windows.
ARTISTS' MATERIALS, MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS.

P eop Ie

Draughon's

$~o.oo IN GOLD.
Practical Buslness

College,Nashville,Tenn., Gal·veston or Texarkana, Tex., or
a scholarshrp in most any other reputable businesscollege or literary schoolin the U. S. can be
secured by doiug a ltltle work at home for the
Youths' Advocate, an illustrated semi-monthJy
journal. It is elevating in fharacter, moral In
tone, and especially intere~tm.gaud profitable to
young people, but read Withmterest and profit
by people of all age.s. Stories and other lUt~resting matter well illustrated. Sample copIes
sent free. Agents wanted. Address Youths'
AdvocatePub. Co.,Nashville, 'fenn.
[Mention this paper.]

EDUCATIONAL.
'1he leadino- Scbool and Teacbers' Bureau
of the South and Southwest is the
,.",,..0.

PORTRAITS'"
Ie
~

UJrfIOH

$TS. N~SHVII.L~.
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NATIONAL BUREAU OF t:DUCATION,
J. W. Blair, Prop., successor to Miss
Crosthwait and J. W. Blair, Wilcox Building Nashville, Tenn. Send stamp for in!ormation.

